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Your advisor on the path to performance.
George Jon has successfully designed, migrated, managed, and secured eDiscovery platforms for 15 
years. This in-depth experience has allowed our tech consultants and engineers to develop, test and 
perfect a comprehensive list of proven, eDiscovery-specific best practices to benefit our clients.

In leveraging this real-world experience 
industry-wide, George Jon has built a prominent 
consulting presence. Our efforts were initially 
focused on assessing the architecture and 
configuration of eDiscovery technology platforms, 
but have since evolved to include end-to-end 
operating model optimization, from security best 
practices to workflow efficiencies, and much more.

GJ shuffled VM 
resources for a client 
as an assessment 
output that resulted 
in annual operational 
savings of $14K.

Right-Sizing
GJ consulting can 
maximize available 
resources to eliminate 
unnecessary servers 
(and wasted 
expenses).

GJ saved one service 
provider $81K/year 
on SPLA licenses and 
another $147K/year 
on wasted eDiscovery 
licenses.

Licensing
GJ reviews licensing 
to discourage 
overprovisioning of 
Microsoft SPLA and 
eDiscovery
applications.

GJ enabled a service 
provider to achieve a 
50% decrease in time 
to publish documents 
with Relativity 
Processing.

Performance
GJ reviews identify 
issues like system 
misconfigurations and 
wasted spending on 
expensive storage for 
hyperconvergence.

GJ saved a service 
provider $265,000 in 
annual environment 
management fees 
as an assessment 
outcome.

Platform Management
GJ’s monthly 
managed service fee 
is typically the same 
cost as 1-2 FTEs, 
depending on the 
environment scale, 
and 3-4X less than a 
client’s usual spend.

GJ Environment 
Scaling is typically 
30%-60% less 
expensive than costly, 
ineffective, off-the-
shelf solutions.

Platform Scaling
Our longstanding 
relationship with Dell 
enables our architects 
to design eDiscovery-
specific infrastructure 
solutions leveraging 
mid-range hardware 
as opposed to costly, 
bleeding-edge tech 
that is traditionally 
cost-ineffective.

Today, all of our consulting engagements start with 
the construction of a solution framework and com-
prehensive work plan to clearly define the current 
state of the client’s systems, identifying gaps and 
delivering relevant and impactful recommendations 
for the future. All of our assessments deliver both 
quantitative and qualitative findings, along with 
qualified recommendations, and an implementation 
roadmap for achieving the desired outcome.

Depending on the depth and breadth of the 
assessment, the start-to-finish timeline will vary 
from 4 to 12 weeks. Following the completion of 
a consulting engagement, our team can also drive 
plan implementation, ensuring that articulated 
benefits and bottom-line results are met for each 
and every client. 

ASSESSMENTS ROI
Common Topics and Real-World Outcomes

George Jon assessments assist in driving the 
viability of your business model and, when executed 
upon properly, typically result in both immediate 
and long-term cost savings for both operations and 
technology, yielding a significant positive return on 
investment.
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Strategic Roadmap Consulting

Map your route and mind the path.
Many clients have a vision of where their business will be in 2-3 years based on their 
value proposition and enterprise objectives. Very few, however, have conducted a 
comprehensive analysis to ensure that their chosen destination is appropriate. Nor 
have they constructed a detailed capabilities map considering people, processes, 
and technology to guarantee they reach their destination. This is a critical oversight.

George Jon’s industry experts can work with your executive team to build a 
strategically sound Target Vision for your organization, considering industry trends/
changes and ultimately developing an actionable roadmap to identify the critical 
initiatives and workstreams necessary for successful outcomes. 

We start by reviewing your existing Target Vision and Enterprise Value 
Proposition against valid industry alternatives. This is followed by a Cost-
Benefit Analysis and/or ROI to validate that the Target Vision is indeed the 
desired destination. Once complete, George Jon will construct a high-
level roadmap with strategic initiatives, to be reviewed and accepted 
by the executive team. Finally, we will develop and deliver a detailed 
implementation plan for each strategic initiative workstream, 
outlining timelines, costs, and resource requirements. 

Have a specific strategic/operational initiative 
that may not be enterprise-wide? We can 
help with that too.

The Strategic Roadmap provides client leadership teams 
with a clear picture of the organization’s options specific 

to strategic business/technology planning across key levers, 
including finances, performance, support, scaling, and other mission-

critical tasks. This chart is an example of a client-specific solution, and is 
always customized to individual client needs.

ROADMAP SCENARIOS
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR NEW PLATFORM 
DEVELOPMENT:
• Hosting (on-prem, 

cloud, hybrid)
• Operations: in-house 

or outsourced
• Tech portfolio 

review
• Workflow review
• Budget and cost 

review 

HAVE AN EXISTING 
PLATFORM?
Start with a GJ 
Environment 
Assessment, the 
results of which 
will feed into your 
Roadmap.
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“Quick Wins”
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Support model
transformation?

Platform
transformation?
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Support Model
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remaining

assessment
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Technology

• Changes in the application portfolio 
being used across the ERDM 
(e.g., moving to a new centralized 
processing platform)

• Refactored application architecture 
that fundamentally changes 
integration points across the workflow

• New tools / technologies that enter the 
market for use as utilities on top of or 
alongside the workflow

• New application / core functionality 
is developed and released across key 
applications

People & Organization

• Shifts in the level of application 
administration / technology expertise 
across engagement teams

• Changes in roles and responsibilities 
across engagement teams or in 
the overall organizational design 
for execution (e.g., centralization to 
decentralization)

Process

• Regulatory shifts in the industry that 
require heightened / lessened QC, audit 
operations, and reporting requirements

• Changes in the internal decision-
making / approval process for 
exception-handling

• Client-mandated changes such as data 
delivery frequency and dataset types 
that require process tuning

• New client SLA and deadline 
requirements

Workflow Optimization

Effective workflow must be inherently elastic and 
fully balanced across every critical lever of an 
operating model. People, organization, processes, 
and technology must be considered when building 
and optimizing a winning workflow plan. 

Key levers exert a major impact across the entire 
workflow when changes are introduced. For this 
reason, it is imperative to design an agile and 
elastic workflow base. GJ consultants will consider 
client requirements, technologies supporting 
the workflow, and the individuals responsible 
for administering and driving work across every 
major workflow bucket, from project initiation 
to migrations and productions, to maximize 
automation, improve throughput, and ensure 
your business is not constrained by eDiscovery 
workflow that was designed in a vacuum.

In our experience, workflow levers are perpetually 
changing; as such, workflow must be able to 
quickly adapt and transform in response to the 
below real-world scenarios:

Feel the flow. 

As the primary driver of standardization, client value-addition, and ultimately, deadline adherence, 
the architecture of your eDiscovery workflow represents a “make or break” resource for your project 
teams. In supporting hundreds of eDiscovery environments over the past decade, George Jon has 
seen every variation and observed the detrimental impact poor workflow can have on critical system 
components. To remedy these failures, GJ has compiled a correlative library of best practices that 
drive cost reductions and ongoing margin improvement upon implementation.
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Environment Assessments

A deep dive to drive profits.
An eDiscovery Environment Assessment is a comprehensive study of all the critical levers 
represented in your current operating model. George Jon will analyze the following elements:

The Benefits of Environment Assessments

Technology
We will perform a comprehensive 
audit of the technology used in your 
eDiscovery environment, including (but 
not limited to) application and OS best 
practices (per George Jon and trusted 
vendors). We then perform a secondary 
best practice assessment on component 
harmony, applying our 15 years of 
real-world experience to see how the 
elements in your environment function 
as a cohesive system. The resultant data 
allows us to design a perfect end user 
experience, making recommendations 
on components including:

• Physical server hardware
• SQL architecture
• Virtualization / compute
• Network
• Storage
• Backups and disaster recovery
• Security
• Load balancing

Process (optional)
To optimize the technologies employed 
in your eDiscovery system, GJ 
consultants will assess the efficiency 
and effectiveness of surrounding 
processes, including core elements 
surrounding: 

• Data governance and management
• Environment support (IT)
• Application-specific workflows
• Information security process and 

protocols
• Maintenance schedule
• Disaster recovery testing and 

simulation

Financial (optional)
The financial health of your eDiscovery 
environment and operations can be 
assessed and benchmarked against 
historic metrics  gathered from previous/
existing clients, according to your specific 
environment size: 

• Total cost of platform ownership
• Average annual capital expense
• Average annual operating expenses
• Hosting and processing costs (per GB)
• IT support costs (per GB)

• Identifies, documents and provides 
remediation steps to address issues 
affecting the eDiscovery platform 

• Determines hardware/software 
compatibility issues 

• Sets goals and a roadmap for 
future improvements, growth and 
management

• Recommends disaster recovery and 
backup procedures to ensure data 
security and integrity 

• Provides cost and effort estimates for 
implementing recommendations 

• Weighs cost benefits across strategic 
initiatives including outsourcing of 
hosting, cloud migrations, and on-
premises deployments

• Outlines immediate cost savings that 
will boost your bottom line 

• Identifies areas of weakness/strength 
in workflow and supporting resources  

• Allows you to leverage GJ professional 
services for ad-hoc projects 
(application upgrades/installs, SQL 
migrations/deployments, etc.)
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Gather environment 
documentation, 
data and insights to 
determine current 
baseline state, plus 
hold GJ + client 
workshop sessions.

To begin the assessment, we gather 
relevant quantitative and qualitative data 
to construct a current state baseline, to 
be validated by your executive team. This 
is followed by a gap analysis, comparing 
the current state baseline to management 
expectations, George Jon best practices, 
and industry benchmarks to identify areas 
for remediation and improvement. 

The outcome is a strategic roadmap for 
optimizing your eDiscovery operations, 
prioritizing remediation recommendations 
and providing a detailed implementation 
plan for short- and long-term initiatives. 

Short-term recommendations (“quick 
wins”) are items that can be implemented 
immediately (and at low cost) with a 
high return to the business, such as 
environment configuration changes and 
workflow optimization.

Long-term recommendations are 
strategic in nature, requiring 3+ months 
to implement and a meaningful budget 
commitment. Sample initiatives could 
be migrating environments to new 
hosting platforms or replacing critical 
technologies to enable enhanced 
automation and reporting.

PHASE 1

Vision & Expectations
Technical & Business Requirements
InfoSec Policies & Procedures
Staffing & Support Model
Environment Data Collection
Existing Documentation

ASSESS THE CURRENT STATE
 Business Requirements & 

Growth Strategy
 Current Technology Stack
 Operational Processes & 

Workflows
 Environment Performance 

& Pain Points

GATHER
INTEL

PHASE 2
DEVELOP
RECOMMENDATIONS
BY CATEGORY

Performance
Scalability

Security

Stack Config.

Costs

PRIORITIZE RECOMMENDATIONS
 Alignment to Biz/Tech Strategy
 Implementation Requirements
 Alignment to Best Practices
 Resource Allocation
 Budget Constrains

4

2
1

5
3

ASSESSMENT
REPORT &
REMEDIATION
ROADMAP

PHASE 3

An end-to-end view of the eDiscovery 
current state, identifying gaps and 
recommendations

Identification of critical risks or 
issues that could have
a significant impact
on client deliverables

Roadmap aligned to 
biz/tech vision and client 
requirements, including 
remediation cost
estimates



ENVIRONMENT 
ASSESSMENT 
FRAMEWORK

Develop a prioritized 
list of directives, 
broken down 
by category, for 
enhancing the 
platform’s current 
state and ensuring 
ROI.

Deliver Assessment 
Report & Executive 
Summary detailing 
areas needing 
remediation and 
future-state roadmap 
options.
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CONFIGS

SCALING

PERFORMANCE

SECURITY

COSTS
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Architecture & Design

Form follows function.
The above quote, by renowned architect Louis Sullivan, perfectly explains how functionality should 
be the starting point for good design, regardless of industry. The eDiscovery realm is no different. 
At George Jon, we have seen countless examples of how poor platform architecture can lead to 
miserable, costly outcomes for eDiscovery users, usually due to the ever-present knowledge void 
among general IT professionals relating to complex data systems. As eDiscovery is essential for 
modern organizations, it is critical to establish a foundation that is based upon proven best practices 
and market-specific knowledge.
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George Jon’s solution architects follow strict 
guidelines, governed by an internal Architecture 
Review Board, to identify, benchmark, and validate 
every component of the technology stack before 
recommendations or implementation every occurs. 
When we consult on environment design, we apply 
the client’s unique application portfolio needs, 
throughput, integration, and initial scale, and marry 
these deliverables with our uncompromising, 
proprietary architectural standards to ensure a 
performant, secure, stable, scalable, supportable, 
and cost-effective solution. From formulating 
architectural blueprints for project-based, micro-
public cloud deployments to designing massive 
on-premises environments with petabytes of data 
and thousands of active users, our architects have 
seen every type of environment and know how to 
make them work, smoothly and profitably. 

Our design engagements typically span two to 
six weeks, depending on the complexity of the 
environment and how many client requirements are 
known at inception. We will work hand in hand with 
your team, asking the right questions and bringing 
all pertinent considerations to the table, ultimately 
leading you to an optimal eDiscovery design 
solution.
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Relativity
Web Cluster

Citrix
Servers

Relativity
Agent

Relativity
API Server

Relativity
Invariant

Server

File
Server

Brainspace
Servers

Content
Analyst

Nuix
Servers

iPro
Servers

FTP
Server

Utility
Server

SecureLink
Gatekeeper

Server

SonicWall HA Pair

 Internet Sonicwall
HA Pair

Client to
Admin network:
TCP port 3389

eDiscovery LAN Network VLAN 10

ESX
Hosts

Backup
Servers

Domain
Controllers

SQL
Servers

10GB iSCSI
Connectivity

PHYSICAL SERVERS

VIRTUAL SERVERSSonicWall
HA Pair

Network Switch
Management

Interfaces

Server
iDrac

Interfaces

PDU
Management

Interfaces

EqualLogic
Management

Interfaces

Management Network VLAN 30

Flow to Production Site is through Client intranet

Flow to datacenter is through Client intranet

Qualys servers: 64.39.96.0/20
Monitoring:TCP port 443
GJ Utility server to GJ
Hosted Monitoring Server:
TCP ports 25, 80, 443 
Relativity Agent servers
to update.relativity.com:
TCP port 443

Client SecureLink Server via SSH connection
to SecureLink Nexus network: TCP port 22

Citrix Netscalers to datacenter servers: UDP and TCP ports 1645, 1812
Citrix Netscalers to domain.local domain controllers: TCP ports 389, 636, 9995, UDP ports 53, 123, 445

Netscaler to Client Splunk Servers

Utility server: 
TCP ports 443, 

22

Admin Zone 
servers to 

Windows Servers: 
TCP port 3389

Admin Zone 
servers to 

Windows Servers 
TCP port 3389

Kit Active Directory Servers
to domain.local domain controllers:
TCP ports 53, 88, 135, 139, 389, 636,
49152-49651, 50000, 50005, 6000

UDP ports 53, 88, 123, 445 

Active Directory
Servers to sync time

with Client Time Servers.

DMZ
Network
VLAN 40

Citrix
Netscaler

iSCSI Network VLAN 20

Unity DPE
SAN Storage

Unity DAE
SAN Storage

Unity DAE
SAN Storage

Admin Network
VLAN 50

Remote
Access Server

Admin 
Server

Relativity
Web Cluster

Relativity
Agent

Relativity
API Server

Relativity
Invariant

Server

File
Server

Content
Analyst

Nuix
Servers

EDI Testing Network VLAN 60

VIRTUAL SERVERS

Connections to FTP Server:
TCP 21, 22, 443, 990, 30000-30050

SecureLink Gateway 
Server to Client 
SecureLink Server:
TCP port 22

Server

Active
Directory
Server
(domain.local)

Client Network/Site

Client Networks

Client
SecureLink
Server

SonicWall
HA Pair

SonicWall
HA Pair

SonicWall
HA Pair

External 
Relativity 
users to 

Citrix 
Netscaler: 

WAN TCP port 
443

SecureLink onite server to Client SecureLink 
Server: TLS TCP port 443, TCP port 22 

Admin Zone servers 
to Relativity web 

cluster:
TCP port 443

Production

Note: Only one HA Pair of SonicWALL 
firewalls is utilized for restricting 
access between zones. For 
visualization purposes a firewall icon 
was used to show these zone 
restrictions, but they are using the 
same HA Firewall Pair. Access to the 
iSCSI Zone is restricted by physical 
cables. Remaining zones are 
restricted by the SonicWALL HA Pair. 
Unless specified, all traffic between 
SonicWALL firewalled zones is 
restricted.

George Jon
Managed Kit

Elements managed
by Client

Bidirectional

Unidirectional
START END

Sonicwall
HA Pair

Virtual
Point-

to-Point
(up to
9GB)

Virtual
Point-

to-Point

10GB

Proposed connection to datacenter for migration

Datacenter

ESX
Hosts

Unity SAN
Storage

Disaster Recovery Site

Internet

Client SecureLink 
Server to SecureLink 
Gateway Server: TCP 

port 443

GJ KIT

GJ KIT

SQL
Servers

Domain
Controller

Applications available at 
DR site during failover:

EqualLogic to
EqualLogic
replication
with SRM

Internet

George Jon
SecureLink

Server

GJ360 Monitoring

GJ360
Covered

Protection

Netscaler to FTP Server: 990

SQL Replication
(Log Shipping)
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